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The Splint supports are the solution to our biggest bug-bear -so called 

‘upright bags’ which fall over. You will notice on each side of the 

internal side panels a small diagonal zip. 

Open the zip and place the Splints into the sleeve nearest the exter-

nal material. The splint [1] will slide diagonally down so the bottom of 

the splint is near the front of the Sak. Close the zip, repeat on the oth-

er side and hey presto you own an Upright bag which stays upright! 

(Our BallSak is sized to conveniently and comfortably fit within your 

‘Sak’. Two can fit alongside each other and extra BallSaks can be 

purchased separately.

The rest we hope is self-explanatory, but if you have any issues or 

wish to offer an improvement to our Saks have a look at our website 

www.katchet.com and get in touch.

Other features Include the rucksack straps [2] with integrated lifting 

handle, plus one handle on the front [3] and one on the base to  
enable lifting in and out of cars etc. Also a convenient clip to secure 

the rolled up front flap.

Have a great season and keep training hard.

Thanks for purchasing your KoachSak, the first bag 
designed for you the Coach. 

We at K are about improving players and the coaches 
who help them. 

Within your KoachSak we have included a number of 
features to make life a little easier for the Coach. So to 
get the most out of your ‘Sak’ please read on.

We realised that every Coach is 

different so we have designed the 

‘Sak’ to be versatile. The inside of 

your KoachSak is lined with Velcro. 

This allows you to place the Divider 

wherever you want or can be totally 

removed.

The Bat tube can be placed wherever 

is most convenient in the front or rear 

compartment.

Please check you have the following pieces:

1 x KoachSak (quite important!) 

1 x BallSak

1 x Divider   

1 x Bat tube
2 x Splint support
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